here the summation convention is used, the subscript i denoting differentiation with respect to the ith component of x. All coefficients are assumed to be real-valued. On imposing boundary conditions of the type (1.3) <rix)[an'ix)Uj + bnix)u] + t(*)w = 0, the initial-value problem is shown to have a unique positivity preserving solution; here an' -ai,'ni, bn = b'ni (the »' being components of the outer normal to A), cr, t = 0, and a2 +t2 = 1. Solutions in the form of strongly continuous semi-groups of positive operators (see [4] ) are obtained in the Lp spaces over A with weight factor e, 1 ^/> = 2.
The one-spatial variable Li problem has been treated in a definitive fashion by W. Feller [2] ; for an L2 treatment of this case in the spirit of the present paper the reader is referred to [ll] . The study of the several-spatial variable problem from the point of view of semi-groups of operators was initiated by K. Yosida. He established the existence of positivity preserving solutions in Li for the diffusion equation on a compact Riemannian space without boundaries [12; 13] . A semigroup solution for the boundary value problem (1.3) was first obtained by S. Ito [5] by means of the fundamental solution for (1.1) and (1.3) . This method has the advantage of not requiring growth conditions of the coefficients at infinity. However, concomitant with this is the disadvantage of there being several possible extensions of the differential operator (1.2), defined on smooth functions satisfying the boundary conditions (1.3), which generate semi-group solutions. Ito does not give a direct characterization of the domain of the infinitesimal generator for the semi-group whose existence he establishes.
Our approach is entirely different from that of Ito, being based on a combination of the theory of dissipative operators as developed by the author [10; 11 ] and the theory of symmetric positive differential operators with local boundary conditions due to K. O. Friedrichs [3] . Actually a simplified version of Friedrichs' work, available in a paper by P. D. Lax and R. S. Phillips [6] , suffices for our purposes. We are able to treat the diffusion equation over an unbounded domain A whose boundary À contains a compact set of edges, while imposing only mild conditions on the smoothness and growth of the coefficients. As regards the boundary conditions (1.3), we assume merely that a and t are of class C1 on A except perhaps on the above mentioned edges where they need not even be continuous. Our conditions on the smoothness of the coefficients and the boundary are roughly one order of differentiability less than the corresponding conditions of Ito and in addition we permit edges where Ito does not. Under these hypotheses we are able to characterize the domain of the infinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous semi-group solution of positive contraction operators [S(t)\ in the LP (1 ^p^2) settings. In the L2 case we show that S(t) has an analytic extension in / into the sector -ir/4<arg t <7r/4. Throughout our development we have avoided the delicate problem of the smoothness of the solution near the boundary. Instead there is a heavy reliance on the existence of a strong solution for the equation \u-Lu=f, X>0.
A few words about the nature of a semi-group solution to (1.1) are perhaps in order at this point. A one-parameter family of bounded linear operators [S(t); t^O] on a Banach space §) is called a strongly continuous semi-group of operators if (i) S(h+tt)=S(h)S(tt), h, h£0, with its domain %)(A) consisting of all y in §) for which this limit exists. It can be shown that A is a closed linear operator with dense domain and that for y in £)(A) (1.4) dS(l)y/dt = AS(t)y = S(t)Ay, t è 0.
This, then, is the sense in which the function S(t)y satisfies a differential equation of the form (1.1) with L replaced by A. Given a closed linear operator A, suppose (\I -A) is one-to-one with range equal to all of 2). Then X is said to belong to the resolvent set of A and the inverse of (\I-A) is called the resolvent operator of A at X and is denoted by i?(X; A In the first part of this paper dealing with the /.¡¡-theory we proceed to define the operator L of (1.1) so that it is maximal dissipative and then by a study of the resolvent F(X; /) we show that the associated semi-group of operators is positive and has an analytic extension. In the second part of the paper which is concerned with the Li-theory, the /.¡¡-results are adapted so as to verify (1.6) and the positivity of the resolvent for the smallest closed Liextension of the largest Zi-restriction of the above defined /¡¡-operator /. The corresponding result for Lv (1 <p<2) is then an immediate corollary of the preceding Li and L2 developments.
2. Hypotheses and results. In order to simplify the statements of our results we now list the essential hypotheses which will be needed in the following development.
In general it will be found that the unprimed conditions are required in the /¡¡-theory whereas their primed counterparts are required in the Zi-theory.
Hi (Domain conditions).
The domain AQRm need not be bounded. However, except for points belonging to a compact subset F of the boundary A, to each xE A there is a neighborhood patch Nx which maps into a hemisphere X ix{)2 < 1 and xm > 0, with the boundary portion of the patch mapping into xm = 0. This map and its inverse is assumed to be one-to-one and of class C2 on Nxr\A. To each xEF, there is a neighborhood patch Nx which maps into a polyhedron, the boundary portion of Nx going into the faces of the polyhedron. This map and its inverse is assumed to be one-to-one and of class C2 in Nxr\A except perhaps along the edges of the polyhedron where they need only be of class CK 
Hj (Boundary conditions).
The factors a and r are of class C1 on A except perhaps along F.
We denote the space of measurable complex-valued functions over A with inner product iy,z) = j eix)yix)izix))~dx by Lt(A, e), and the space of measurable complex-valued functions over A with norm y\ = j e(x) I y(x) | dx by Zi(A, e). Each of these spaces has a natural positive cone, namely the real non-negative valued functions in the respective spaces.
We now give two equivalent definitions for the operator / of (1.2) with boundary conditions (1.3) as an operator on Z2(A, e). 
I.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use The corresponding operator in ¿i(A, e) which we denote by K is defined as follows. Proof. The assertion of the lemma is essentially that of [6, Theorem 3.2]. However two things need be checked: (i) the boundary conditions (3.1) must be shown to be sufficiently smooth ; and (ii) the set F together with the point at infinity must be shown to be unessential in the sense of [6, §5] .
We first consider the boundary conditions. Setting Since ff2+T2= 1 it is clear that [a2a2-\-(abn-\-T)2] can never vanish and hence that c°(x) and &(x) are also of class Cl. Finally we note that the matrix with yth column equal to ci satisfies the required conditions for the rotation U.
In order to show that M is essentially maximal dissipative it suffices to show that the adjoint operator M* is dissipative. Thus given z£3)(.M*), we construct a sequence of real-valued smooth scalar functions \<j>'} as follows: <f>" = \ at points of Ä which are at a distance >l/v from F and <v from the origin; 0' = O at points which are at a distance <\/(v-\-\) from F and >»< + l from the origin; <b" is smoothly extended elsewhere so that near F its gradient is less than 2i>2 and elsewhere its gradient is less than 2. It is clear that <)>'zGT)(M*) and since this function is of bounded support and vanishes near F, the argument used in [6, Theorem 3.2] shows that (M*4>% <f>"z) + (<(>% M*<b'z) -(D<t>% <t>"z) ^ 0 for v sufficiently large. Consequently M* will be dissipative if it can be shown
y-»oo this, incidentally, is what is meant by F\J { <x>} being unessential. Now
The bracketed expression in the right member of (3.8) obviously converges to the left member of (3.7). Hence (3.7) will be verified if it can be shown that Hence if we employ the growth estimates H4 we obtain
As regards a A2 estimate, we note that it is clear from the form of M* that f°i s strongly differentiable on A0. Thus the argument employed in [6, §5] shows that (3.12) Ç (<i>'<p'jAiz,z)dx UKÀvlogvÇ \vç°\2dx f (Ez,z)dx\ .
Combining the inequalities (3.10), (3.11), and (3.12) we have for sufficiently large v tuKÀv Ç (Ez, z)dx + \v log v f (Ez, z)dx\ \ .
Hence either Remark. In view of (3.14) we see that M+Pt/2 is dissipative and hence
has an inverse of bound 2 (see [lO] ). Actually M+F¡¡/2 is maximal dissipative since if it had a proper dissipative extension, say R, then F -F2/2 would be a proper dissipative extension for M, contrary to M being maximal dissipative.
It follows that the range of (Fi/2-If) is all of /¡¡(A, E).
4. Z2-positivity. As stated in the introduction, a necessary and sufficient condition for the semi-group of operators generated by L to be positive is that the resolvent F(X, /) be positive for X sufficiently large. The positivity part of Theorem 2.2 therefore requires that we prove Proof. Let/=0 in Z2(A, e) be given. Then since L is maximal dissipative with dense domain, for each X>0 there is a unique #£$)(/,) with (4.1) \u-Lu=f.
The function u will be real-valued since otherwise its real part would serve as well, contrary to the uniqueness of u. We must show that u is almost everywhere non-negative. Let It is clear that w'y* satisfies the boundary condition (i) of Definition 2.2 along with yk. Thus if W were continuously differentiable an integration by parts would shows that the first bracket expression on the right is nonpositive. However, since to* is strongly differentiable, it can be approximated by smooth functions in such a way that the corresponding bracket expression will also converge to a nonpositive limit. Next passing to the limit as k tends to °°, we get ((a") My, y) + ((«') y, Hy) á -[(A'a\y, ay) + (a'y, A%u'y)].
We proceed to estimate the terms in the right member. Combining this result with the material in § §3 and 4 we obtain a proof of Theorem 2.2 in its entirety.
6. Li-theory. The previous material can be adapted so as to provide us with a positivity preserving solution to (1.1) with the boundary conditions (1.3) in the space Za(A, e). We show first of all that a sufficiently large subset of S)(L) lies in Li(A, e). If A is bounded this is no problem since all of $)(L) is then contained in ii(A, e). However, for unbounded A we require a slightly more stringent growth condition on the coefficients than H4 in order to obtain the desired result. Further setting <pk = l for r^k, <j>k = 1 -(r -k) for k<r<k+l, and <£* = 0 for r^k + l, then <¡>kuG£)(L) and Since 8'F= F, the estimate (6.4) gives | 8"y\ 25?4| F\ 2. Passing to the limit as v tends to infinity we obtain the basic inequality (6.5) |0y|2^4|F|2.
As a first consequence of (6.5) we have (6.6)
which is finite by virtue of (6.5) and the fact that 8 increases faster than any power of r. Thus in particular w£Zi(A, ¿) and it is obvious that <bku-+u in Zi(A, e). Moreover
L<b u = \<b u -<j>f+e [¿a <f>iUj -b <j>iU + a <£,•>■« + a, #,«J.
It is clear that the first two terms on the right converge to Xm and /, respectively, in the Zi(A, e) metric. Hence (6.1) will be proved if we show that the bracket term tends to zero in Zi(A, e). Now The previous lemma will be used to show that the range of (KI-L) fills out Li(A, e). Another essential ingredient is a bound for (X/-L)~l. To obtain such a bound it suffices to consider only non-negative functions in £)(£). The following lemmas supply the necessary estimates for the bound of (X7-L)~l. We have already shown in the proof of Lemma 6.1 that the last two terms on the right tend to zero in Li(A, e) as v->&>. Consequently lim, PiMip'y = Lu in ii(A, e) and it therefore suffices to show that (6.9) lim lim f ePiMpy* Û c \ eudx.
"->«> *->» J u>o Ja
We now define the function pis) of class C2 on the reals to the reals such that p(s) = 0 for s^O, p(s) = l for s^l, and 0^p'(s)^2
elsewhere. Setting W*(*) = pipukix)), we see as in the proof of Lemma 4.1 that wif=pp'iuuk)u* and (6.10) |**| |«?| è2\uk\.
An integration by parts gives
We show first of all that the surface integral is nonpositive. In fact, u^ix) =0 whenever ukix) =0 and hence in particular at points of À at which cr = 0. At those points of A at which tr^O and w*>0, we see from the boundary conditions that ian'v'k+bnuk) <0. Since <p" and W* are each non-negative, this proves that the surface integral is nonpositive.
We may now pass to the limit as k-» oo. The volume integrals cause no difficulty and making use of the fact that t)**-»«,-, we get The above result has also been established by F. Browder [l] , assuming c to have Holder continuous first partials. The result also follows from the cruder Hubert space methods (see [9] ) if it is assumed that the coefficients are sufficiently smooth.
Added in proof. Proof. It suffices to show that this is true for compact subsets of Co. Let C be such a subset. Since u(x) ^0 in A, each point of C is a minimum for u and hence its first partials vanish on C. Thus the Taylor's expansion for u(x) about an arbitrary point x0 of C is of the form u(x) = Uij(x)(x -xo)(x -x0), where x is some point on the line segment joining xQ and x. The second partials are Holder continuous on C, say with Holder coefficient ß, and therefore U(x) = Uij(Xo)(x% -Xo)(x -Xo) + 0( | x -x0\
).
Since Xo is a minimum of u(x), the matrix (Uij(x0)) is positive. If this matrix is not identically zero, there is a nonempty cone inside which the form is (s) In the above cited Nirenberg lemma, it is convenient to include the cu term with/so as not to require c to be of class C1.
greater than 7I x-xo\2 for some positive 7-(4) Because of the order of the remainder term it is seen that in a sufficiently small sphere about x0 the function u(x) can have no zeros interior to the above cone. It follows that the density of zeros about xo will be less than one unless the matrix (tt,y(#o)) vanishes. However any measurable set is of density one at all of its points with the possible exception of a set of measure zero. As a consequence the second partials of u(x) must vanish almost everywhere on C.
Corollary.
Suppose conditions Hi, H2, H3, Hi, and Hs are satisfied and let L be the operator defined in Definition 2.2. Suppose in addition that X^^, m£3)(L) is non-negative, and that f=\u -Lu has bounded support and is Holder continuous in the interior of A. Then Proof. According to Lemma 6.3, the function u(x) will have Holder continuous second partial derivatives in A. On the set Co defined as above, u(x) and its first partials automatically vanish and the previous lemma shows that the second partials vanish almost everywhere. The relation (6.11) now follows.
Proof of Theorem 2.3. To begin with let X^l/2 and choose /^0 to be Holder continuous on Ä with bounded support. According to Theorem 2.2 there exists a non-negative #GÍ>(¿) such that Xw -Lw=/. Lemma 6.1 asserts that uGLi(A, e) so that uG£)(Ko) and \u-KoU=f. Applying Lemmas 6.2 and 6.4 we see that X j eudx = j e(Lu + f)dx úc \ eudx + j efdx; Ja Ja Ja Ja in other words (6.12) (X-c)\u\i^ |/|i. Now any real-valued function / which is Holder continuous on Ä and has a bounded support will have positive and negative parts, /+ and /_, possessing these same properties; |/|i= |/+|i+|/_|i. Applying the above result to/+ and /_ in turn and adding gives (6.12) for/; and again the corresponding uG®(Ko).
On the other hand for any real-valued uGT>(K0) we may set/=Xw -Kou. Since fGLi(A, e)C\L2(A, e) we can approximate/in both ¿i(A, e) and Z,2(A, e) by a sequence of smooth real-valued functions {/"} with bounded support. It follows from the above development that for each /" there will exist a unGt)(K0) suchthat\un-K0un=fn, (X-c)| un\ iá |/n|i, and (K-c)\un-uk\ 1 (*) Diagonalizing («,,-(x<¡)) into the form 2Zi 7' (**)*, 7' > 0, 1 < k á rn, let 2y = min y*.
Then inside of the cone 2~L\ (7* -7) (**)* è 7 Yll+i (**)' we have S* "f* (**)* ê yr*-|/n -/* 11-However by Theorem 2.2, X | un -u | 2 = |/" -f\ t and we may therefore conclude that ««->w in Zi(A, e) and hence that (6.12) holds for any realvalued function in £)(2fo).
In order to extend this result to all of $5(.Ko) we proceed as follows. Lemma 6.1 shows that the range of (X/-Ko) contains in particular all real simple functions of bounded support. Suppose/ is a complex-valued simple function, that is, suppose Another limiting process, similar to the one developed in the preceding paragraph, serves to extend (6.12) to all of 2)(FJo). Our next extension is to the smallest closed extension of K0 which we denote by K. The usual argument using test functions shows that the closure of the differential operator K0 is a well defined operator. It is clear that (6.12) continues to hold for all u in $)(#). Thus (XZ-X)-1 exists for all X = 1/2 and is of norm = (X -£)~K As we have already noted the range of (X/-K0) contains all simple functions and by Lemma 4.1, (X/-FJ0)_1 is positive. Now the range of (X/-K) is closed with K and hence fills out Zi(A, e). Moreover since the simple functions are dense in the positive cone of Zi(A, e) it follows by continuity that (X/ -K)~l is positive. Thus K is a closed linear operator with dense domain whose resolvent exists for all X = 1/2, where it is positive and of norm ^(X -c)~K The assertion of Theorem 2. If all the boundary conditions are of the <r>0 type, then the hypothesis H2 in Theorem 2.3 can be replaced by H2 since we can then prove the following lemma. We recall that the strong first partials of u exist and that y=(u, ui) is approximated in Z,2(A, E) by the vector-valued function («*, u*). It follows from this that if we replace u(x) by lim (2e)-m | «(* -z')dV then the lim m(íc') as x' tends to xGA along a normal trajectory is equal to lim* uk(x), both of these limits being taken in the L2-sense on À. These facts are readily established on writing u(x) as the integral along a normal trajectory of its normal derivative. Since we have taken u(x) ^0 in A, the same will be true of its assumed values on A. Finally we note that r/a is bounded on bounded subsets of À and that <p' has a bounded support. We may therefore conclude that lim (. (T¡o)4>'ukdS = f. (T¡<r)<t>'udS è 0. i-.« Ja Ja
This concludes the proof of Lemma 6.5. Proof of the corollary to Theorm 2.3. We first show that the range of Qil-Ko) fills out ii(A, e)i~\L2(A, e) for each X^l/2. Hence suppose that fGLi(A, e)r\L2(A, e). As in the proof of Theorem 2.3 we can approximate/ by a sequence of smooth functions {/"} with bounded support which converge to/in both the Zi(A, e) and the Z2(A, e) metrics. For each/" there will exist a unE^> (Ko) such that \un-K0un=fn, (X-c) | W-un\ i = |/n-/m| 1, X| un-um\ 2 =^ |/B-fm\i-Consequently {un} converges in both Zi(A, e) and Z2(A, e) to a function m and {FJo«"} likewise converges in both Zi(A, e) and Z2(A, e). Since Z is closed «££)(/) and hence by Definition 2.3 uE&iKo). Consequently f=\u-K~oU which was to be shown. It now follows from a result in [7, Theorem 4.2] that the smallest closed extension Kv of Ko considered as an operator in ZP(A, e), 1 <p<2, generates a strongly continuous semi-group of operators
